ibml Equipment Rentals

In today’s economic environment, operations executives are expected to do more with
less. Cost-cutting is a way of life -- and capital budgets are being scrutinized like never
before.
But this doesn’t mean that you have to put your document automation projects on
hold.

Our equipment rental program
puts the right solution within
your reach when you need it.

ibml’s equipment rental program can help you effectively manage ongoing production
challenges, back-file conversions, short-term projects, spikes in volume or systems
conversions -- all without an upfront capital investment.
For years, our ImageTrac® and ImageTracDS scanners have been the standard in highspeed intelligent scanning. Now, our rental program makes it easier than ever for
organizations of all sizes to leverage our technology for applications such as digital
mailroom, records scanning, remittance processing and more!

Why rent?
ibml’s equipment rental program helps organizations like yours:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Expand the reach and impact of a limited technology budget
Pay for the use of the equipment, not its ownership
Convert back-files without having to purchase excess capacity
Manage short-term projects and spikes in volume cost-effectively
Quickly gain access to equipment, without a capital investment
Begin projects that need a proof-of-concept with minimal expense
Gain budgetary flexibility for document automation projects
Ensure processing capacity during data center moves
Gain a significant edge over your competition

ibml can structure our equipment rental programs to provide optimum financial flexibility, and you’ll benefit from predictable monthly payments. Plus, rentals help minimize
the risk associated with the disposal of equipment you no longer need when a shortterm project or conversion is completed.
And, with our inventory of equipment, we can have a scanner on your site and fully
operational within a few days, if necessary. We can even custom-configure document
scanning solutions to meet your particular specifications. Additionally, our rental program can include ibml software and support.

Let’s Get Started
To learn more, contact sales@ibml.com or visit www.ibml.com.

www.ibml.com

Telephone: (205) 439-7100
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